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The Infusionsoft connector setup wizard includes 5 steps:  Creation, Classification, Tagging, Mapping, and Tracking.
Only OnceHub Administrators can setup their Infusionsoft connector. To access the Infusionsoft connector setup
wizard, select your profile picture or initials in the top right-hand corner → Profile settings → CRM.

You must be connected to your Infusionsoft account to be able to set up the connector.

The Mapping step includes default account-level mapping recommended by OnceHub and the option to map
almost all OnceHub fields to Infusionsoft fields. You can further define your field mapping by adding an Event type-
level mapping. This will override account-level mappings when the Event type is selected when customers make a
booking.

Note that bookings are created based on the default Infusionsoft account date format (mm/dd/yyyy). If your
Infusionsoft account is set to dd/mm/yyyy, make sure to switch the date format to in the Mapping step.

In this article, you will learn how to map OnceHub fields to Infusionsoft fields.

The same Infusionsoft field can be mapped to a OnceHub field in the account-level mapping and to multiple
Event types in the Event type-level mapping. When a booking is made, the Infusionsoft field is mapped by
default to the account-level field mapping, or to the Event type-level mapping when the mapped Event types
are selected.

Default mapping
OnceHub fields are mapped to Infusionsoft fields by default. We do recommend to keep the mapping as-is and not
to remove mapped data from the integration. This will enable you to gather the basic customer and booking data
in Infusionsoft.

The Customer email and Subject fields are mandatory fields in the OnceHub Booking form and cannot be
unchecked. However, you can choose to map them to different Infusionsoft fields.

Other OnceHub fields can be mapped to different Infusionsoft fields and are not mandatory. You can remove them
from the mapping by unchecking each field.

Default mapping:

Important:

Note:

http://help.oncehub.com/help/infusionsoft-record-creation-update-and-assignment-rules
http://help.oncehub.com/help/infusionsoft-record-classification
http://help.oncehub.com/help/tagging-infusionsoft-contact-records-with-lifecycle-tags
http://help.oncehub.com/help/infusionsoft-embedding-infusionsoft-tracking-code-to-your-booking-forms
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Adding new OnceHub fields
You can add any OnceHub fields and map them to Infusionsoft fields. This allows you to map any data tracked in
OnceHub to Appointment or Contact records.

The Infusionsoft fields include all the fields stored in Infusionsoft (Custom and standard fields) that are the same
field type as the selected OnceHub field. Learn more about the supported and non-supported Infusionsoft field
types

There is a two-way mapping between Infusionsoft and OnceHub. For this reason, you can only map one
OnceHub field to one Infusionsoft field.

 -> OnceHub to Infusionsoft
When a booking is made, all data is mapped from OnceHub to Infusionsoft.
<- Infusionsoft to OnceHub
When scheduling with existing Infusionsoft contacts using Personalized links (Infusionsoft ID), Customer data
is mapped from Infusionsoft to OnceHub in order to prepopulate or skip the Booking form. 

Congratulations! You’re done. 

To add a OnceHub field to the mapping, click the Add OnceHub fields button.1.

Select the OnceHub fields you want to add and click Add fields. The OnceHub field list includes all System
fields and Custom fields organized by categories.

OnceHub fields requiring Customer input must be set as mandatory fields on the Booking form.
Otherwise, these fields will automatically be added to the Booking form at the time of the booking. 

Especially notable is the Your company OnceHub field, which must be added manually to your booking
forms in order to map to the Company (Contact.Company) field in Infusionsoft.

Learn more about editing Booking forms

Learn more about adding Custom fields to the Booking form

2.

Important:

In the Mapping step, select an Infusionsoft field from the drop-down list.3.

Note:

https://help.oncehub.com/help/creating-a-booking-form
https://help.oncehub.com/help/creating-and-editing-custom-fields
http://help.oncehub.com/help/supported-and-non-supported-infusionsoft-field-types

